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THEME:  
Although it may not be feasible to count a million of something, we can imagine a million through skills of estimation and mathematical reasoning.  

PROGRAM SUMMARY:  
Reading Rainbow ventures into the magical world of math in How Much Is a Million? LeVar explores creative ways of counting to a million and uses simple techniques of grouping and estimating to solve everyday problems. In enjoyable segments, viewers visit the Crayola factory in Pennsylvania to see how millions of crayons are made, and New Jersey’s Giants Stadium to see how the stadium crew and concession vendors prepare for the giant crowd on game day. This is the first of Reading Rainbow’s literature-based math shows.  

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:  
Before viewing the program, ask the students, “How much is a million?” and discuss the variety of responses they offer. Before viewing the program, discuss what sorts of things logically exist in “millions.” Begin this discussion with objects that are more easily visualized, such as things that come in 2’s, 3’s, 4’s, 7,5, a dozen, etc.  

After viewing the program, obtain a copy of the book and read all the problems and solutions, allowing students to study the illustrations more closely. Discuss which solutions could possibly be verified and why others would likely be impossible to check.  

Discuss the concept of “estimation” and why it is useful when thinking about very large numbers, such as million, billion, and trillion.  

CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:  
Have students estimate in response to this question: “How many numbers can you write in a minute?” Perform the task more than one time, starting at a different place, i.e., start with 1, with 10, with 50, with 100. Compare what they were actually able to write with their estimates. Discuss factors that influenced their ability to do this task depending on the starting numeral. Explore time relationships through estimation and experimentation. Pose questions such as: “What can you do in a second?” “A minute?” “An hour?” etc. Start lists of answers to these questions. Several experiments can be conducted at school, such as how long it takes to blink, smile, raise a hand, tie shoes, etc. Others, such as brushing teeth, will more likely be verified at home. Encourage students to estimate how long it takes to do a variety of tasks.  

Marvelosissimo used calendars to represent years. Make a class calendar for the entire school year. Use oversized paper (about 18 x 24) so that there is plenty of room for students to write in the squares. Students take responsibility for daily recording of news and events in the squares. At the end of the month, a committee of two or three students can be responsible for making a picture that summarizes the month. (This picture is placed on the back of the preceding calendar page so the class calendar “works” like a wall calendar.) Have students make decisions about how they wish to handle school vacations. Bind the calendar pages with a spiral at the top, so that the calendar is a big book.  

Use a crayon as an alternative unit of measurement. Estimate first, then measure to address such questions as: “How many crayons long is the table?” “How many crayons tall are you?” “How many crayons long is the door?” and others.  

Using boxes of 96 crayons, sort crayons into different color categories. Allow students to choose their own categories and then describe how they sorted the crayons. Possible categories for sorting include: by specific color (all the greens, blues, etc.); warm and cool colors; primary and secondary colors; light and dark colors; earth and sky colors; etc. It might be useful to co-direct this activity with the art teacher.  

Crayola®crayons have “colorful” names. Have students research the backgrounds on such colors as “uchia,” “wisteria,” and “cerulean.” Discuss why names such as macaroni and cheese” and “tickle me pink” are appropriate for the colors. Discuss the difference between “red violet’ and ‘violet red.” Begin lists of vocabulary words on pieces of colored construction paper and add to these lists as students encounter new color words. For example, the “red” list might eventually contain “scarlet,” “crimson,” and “vermillion” in addition to “rose” and “brick red.”
Have students create new names for some of their crayons and write justifications for why their new names would be appropriate. Some students might choose to put their justifications in the form of a letter and send it to the Crayola company.

In the program, the concession vendors at Giants Stadium were preparing for crowds of people. Brainstorm synonyms for “crowd” and locate other collective nouns, including group names for animals as well as people. (For ideas, see Ruth Heller’s A Cache of Jewels, Patricia MacCarthy’s Herds of Words, and three books by Brian Wildsmith—Wild Animals, Birds, and Fishes.)

Utilize mathematical reasoning to develop creative solutions to the following problem: How many miles can a new crayon color in a straight line until the crayon is completely used? Record the estimates and obtain an atlas and a world map and locate places that are the same distances away as the estimates. Have students explain how they arrived at their estimates. (When exploring problems such as this, remind the students that there are many possible solutions.)
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